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Abstract. We investigate the symmetry constraints on the bispectrum, i.e. the three-point
correlation function of primordial density fluctuations, in slow-roll inflation. It follows from
the defining property of slow-roll inflation that primordial correlation functions inherit most
of their structure from weakly broken de Sitter symmetries. Using holographic techniques
borrowed from the AdS/CFT correspondence, the symmetry constraints on the bispectrum
can be mapped to a set of stress-tensor Ward identities in a weakly broken 2 + 1-dimensional
Euclidean CFT. We construct the consistency condition from these Ward identities using
conformal perturbation theory. This requires a second order Ward identity and the use of
the evolution equation. Our result also illustrates a subtle difference between conformal
perturbation theory and the slow-roll expansion.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, there has been much effort in the calculation and understanding of the power
spectrum, bispectrum [1–4] and trispectrum [5–9] of primordial curvature perturbations gen-
erated in an inflationary universe. These correlation functions provide more and more refined
maps between theory and observation. While current data so far only allows us to extract
definitively the two-point correlation, it is widely believed that primordial non-Gaussianities,
if detected, would open up a novel route to probe high scale physics [10–14]. Direct calcula-
tion of these correlation functions, however, can be rather involved [1–9], as the organization
imposed by the slow-roll expansion does not necessarily ensure that the expressions remain
tractable at intermediate steps. As such, the underlying structure behind the final result
is obscured. It would certainly be welcoming to have alternative ways to derive these non-
Gaussian correlation functions which emphasize strongly the symmetries of inflation. In this
regard, a promising guiding principle is the (approximate) de Sitter symmetry of inflation, in
which the Hubble scale H varies slightly during the inflationary evolution. Since the isometry
group of de Sitter spacetime is the 3-dimensional Euclidean conformal group at asymptotic
late times, the late time observables, i.e. the correlation functions of primordial fluctuations,
are constrained by the (approximate) 3-dimensional conformal symmetry.
The purpose of this paper is to make the above observation precise by investigating the
implications of the constraints imposed by conformal symmetry. We have chosen to do so
in a language familiar in the AdS/CFT context, though we emphasize that this is merely
terminology that helps organize our study. We do not make any reference to a hypothetical
dS/CFT correspondence beyond constraints that can be derived from symmetry considera-
tions alone. This holographic approach was pioneered in [15–17] for the two-point function.
Here, we shall study the inflationary consistency condition between the squeezed limit of the
three-point function and the two-point function in this formalism. Our investigation can be
seen as a complementary view to related work in the literature on soft limits using either
Ward identities [18] or OPE techniques [19–21], on the symmetries of the correlation function
of tensor perturbations [22, 50] or that of a spectator field [23, 24], on cosmologies described
by broken conformal symmetry [25–28], on holographically inspired bulk calculations of the
bispectrum [29], and on holographic, strongly coupled early universe models [30–33].1
We find that the consistency condition alone already teaches us two valuable lessons:
1. The slow-roll expansion is not equal to conformal perturbation theory.
2. Ward identities need to be supplemented by evolution equations.
Moreover, from a technical perspective the consistency condition requires, in the language
of conformal field theory, Ward identities with contributions beyond linear order: the infla-
tionary bispectrum appears as a combination of two- and three-point conformal correlation
functions. These lessons will be essential to analyze the symmetry structure of the full
three-point correlation function, which we defer to a future work. Appearing shortly after
this work, [49] showed that in the special case of the slow-roll parameters   η, one can
integrate the conformal perturbation series to obtain the full three-point function for this
restricted class of slow-roll models.
1Note that in these last four articles [30–33] specific models are considered (all equilateral-shape domi-
nated), whereas the other references and our work here focus only on the symmetry constraints within the
generic slow-roll context.
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2 Conformal perturbation theory and the slow-roll expansion
We briefly review the holographic connection between conformal field theory and inflationary
perturbations [1, 15–17] (see [30, 31] for an extensive discussion). The essence of holography
is that all calculations of late time correlation functions of the inflaton can be expressed in
terms of a 3-dimensional Euclidean CFT. The space on which this CFT lives can be thought
of as the asymptotic future of de Sitter space. Quantitatively, one identifies the wavefunction
of the de Sitter universe with appropriate boundary conditions at future infinity with the
partition function of the field theory,
ΨdS = ZCFT . (2.1)
The asymptotic value φ0(x) of the inflaton scalar field φ(t,x), for t → ∞, acts in the dual
CFT as the coupling u = φ0 to an operator O. As a consequence of this coupling, the
conformal field theory SCFT , which describes the asymptotic symmetry of pure de Sitter
spacetime, is perturbed
Su = SCFT +
∫
d3xuO. (2.2)
When the operator is non-marginal, ∆ = 3+λ 6= 3, it will induce a renormalization group flow.
Compared to the cosmic evolution this renormalization group flow is reversed: one identifies
primordial stages of the cosmic evolution with the IR fixed point of the field theory and
late time behavior with the UV fixed point [34, 35]. While one can consider the asymptotic
behavior of inflation from the point of view of the field theory IR fixed point [15], from the
UV fixed point [16] or from the bulk gravitational IR point of view [17], it is important
to realize that inflation itself actually is an epoch along the renormalization group flow, as
depicted in figure 1.
In slow-roll inflation, the weak distortion but still close proximity to de Sitter space
due to the varying inflaton scalar field, is expressed by the requirement that the slow-roll
parameters , η are much smaller than unity but nonzero, , η 6= 0. From the field theory
point of view, it will perturb away from the conformal fixed point SCFT to which the pure de
Sitter phase corresponds, due to the non-marginal nature of O, i.e. λ = ∆− 3 = ∂β∂u 6= 0 to
first order or, more precisely, its β function is non-vanishing, β 6= 0. The connection between
both sets of perturbation parameters is given via
β =
∂u
∂logµ
=
∂φ
∂log a
=
φ˙
H
= −2H
′
H
, (2.3)
where the Friedmann equations are used in the last identity and where µ = Ha is the energy
scale of the field theory [15, 16]. The slow-roll parameters , η can then be fully expressed in
terms of the CFT-data β, λ,
β2 = 2, λ = − η, ∂
2β
∂u2
=
1√
2
(
2ξ2 − 3η + 22) . (2.4)
We have included the third order slow-roll parameter ξ2 = 2H
′H′′′
H2
, as it is related to the
OPE coefficient C that features prominently in the three-point function of any CFT.
The relation between scaling parameters of the field theory and the slow-roll parameters
of the inflationary theory suggests that for the study of slow-roll inflation, for which , η  1,
we can consider a nearly marginal deformation of the CFT fixed point, β, λ ≈ 0. It is
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Figure 1. The cosmic evolution can be seen as a reversed renormalization group flow, from the IR
fixed point of the dual theory to the UV fixed point of the dual theory. Inflation occurs at a certain
intermediate stage during the renormalization group flow. As is usual for inflation, a pivot point along
the flow is chosen around which the slow-roll expansion can be studied. We observe the effects of
inflation at late times, corresponding to the UV fixed point of the renormalization group flow.
tempting to identify this with the method of conformal perturbation theory. This is a known
technique, where one can treat general perturbations in a CFT abstractly using only the
underlying conformal symmetry [36–38]. Conformal perturbation theory requires a small
deviation from marginality λ  1 and a small coupling u  1, plus it always starts from a
fixed point. Using conformal perturbation theory, phrased with respect to the unperturbed
conformal weight ∆0 = ∆ − γ where γ is the anomalous dimension2, the β function can be
given as a perturbative expression in u [36–38],
β(u) = (∆0 − 3)u+ 2piCu2 + . . . = λu+ . . . . (2.5)
However, since slow-roll expansion is an expansion around an intermediate point of the RG
flow, the identification between conformal perturbation theory and slow-roll inflation is not
exact. E.g. one issue that surfaces when comparing (2.4) and (2.5) is that as β2 = O()
and λ = O(), these imply that u itself is of order O(−1/2). If any, the slow-roll expansion
seems to correspond to the large u-regime. The relation between the slow-roll expansion and
conformal perturbation theory thus appears to be rather subtle.
3 Ward identities
Using the constraints of late time asymptotic conformal symmetry, previous studies have been
able to completely understand a spectator field φ in an inflationary background [23, 24].
2Recall that the value of the dimension of an operator changes along the RG-flow. Because conformal
perturbation theory naturally starts from a fixed point, but inflation is a point along the RG-flow, this
distinction between the fixed point value ∆0 and the real value ∆(u) of the scaling dimension is important as
we emphasized in figure 1.
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Here we want to study the adiabatic mode of curvature density perturbations ζ. This is
holographically dual to the trace Θ of the stress-energy tensor of the perturbed CFT, see
e.g. [30, 31]. The precise relation between ζ- and Θ-correlation functions follows from a
standard expansion of the wavefunction/partition function (2.1) [1, 22],
〈ζkζ−k〉′ ∝ −1
Re〈ΘkΘ−k〉′ , 〈ζk1ζk2ζk3〉 ∝
−Re〈Θk1Θk2Θk3〉∏3
j=1 Re〈ΘkjΘ−kj 〉′
. (3.1)
Here a prime ′ indicates that we consider the part of the correlation function that multiplies
the momentum-conserving delta function. The important difference between a spectator
field and the adiabatic mode ζ is that the trace of the stress-energy tensor is not a standard
primary operator of the CFT. As a result, we cannot calculate (3.1) directly by exploiting
the restricted form of correlation functions of CFT primary operators. Nevertheless, because
Θ is the generator of the Weyl symmetries, we can resort to Ward identities between Θ and
O to obtain the correlation functions of Θ.
In the gravity calculation the curvature perturbations are defined in a gauge independent
way and one has the freedom to choose a specific gauge in which the calculation is done. The
gauge invariance of the gravity theory is translated to the fact that in a scale dependent
field theory one can either change the dimensionful coupling u to the operator O or one can
change the metric, relating ζ to Θ accordingly [1]. This gauge relation is reflected in the
CFT, since both operators are related to leading order3 via [39, 40]
Θ = −βO, (3.2)
where the standard renormalization β function serves as the constant of proportionality.
In general, gauge symmetries of a theory correspond to constraints. In the case of the
gravity theory, these are the hamiltonian and momentum/reparameterization constraints of
the ADM formalism [22]. In a field theory, the symmetries impose constraints on the corre-
lation function through Ward identities. In our case, we need to find the relations between
the two- and three-point functions of Θ and O. As the trace of the stress-energy tensor is
the generator of Weyl transformations, we consider the Ward identities of (multiple) trace
insertions. Initially the calculation follows directly from a textbook field theory calculation
[41], but once multiple trace insertions have to be taken into account, more care is required,
as subleading, local contributions other than (powers of) (3.2) contribute (see also [30, 31]),
〈Θu(x)〉u = −uλ〈O(x)〉u, (3.3a)
〈Θu(x)Θu(y)〉u = u2λ2〈O(x)O(y)〉u − uλ2δ(x− y)〈O(x)〉u, (3.3b)
〈Θu(x)Θu(y)Θu(z)〉u = −u3λ3〈O(x)O(y)O(z)〉u (3.3c)
+ u2λ3δ(y − z)〈O(x)O(y)〉u + x↔ y + y ↔ z + . . . .
The . . . contain highly local contributions that are negligible for our purposes and the sub-
script 〈 〉u on the correlation function means that they are evaluated in the perturbed CFT
(2.2). We refer to the appendix for details regarding the derivation of (3.3).
Note, the Ward identities (3.3) are valid throughout the renormalization group flow,
i.e. for each value of u. Although the familiar β(u)-dependence from (3.2) seems missing,
(3.3) does contain the u-dependent conformal weight ∆(u) = 3 + λ, which carries similar
3This operator identity is only valid up to local terms in correlation functions.
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information [39, 40]. In fact, in the conformal perturbation theory limit u → 0, one can
expand the one-point correlation function 〈O〉u with respect to the unperturbed theory 〈O〉0,
to find (3.2) with β = (∆0 − 3)u + . . . given by (2.5). Next note that even though u is of
order O(−1/2), the combination Cu appearing at subleading order in (2.5), is of order O()
and appears with increasing power, Cu, (Cu)2, etc., for higher orders in u. Hence, although
we cannot be certain of the validity of conformal perturbation theory itself, the expansion of
perturbed correlation functions in terms of unperturbed correlation functions is very much
similar to the slow-roll expansion.
4 Consistency condition
From (3.3b) and the corresponding expression in conformal perturbation theory,
〈ΘuΘu〉u = β2〈OO〉0, (4.1)
the usual power spectrum of adiabatic curvature fluctuations can be obtained by solving the
Callan-Symanzik equation for 〈ΘuΘu〉u [16]. As is clear from the analysis in [16], the use of
conformal perturbation theory does not immediately give an intuitively correct result. Con-
formal perturbation theory only allows us to start from a fixed point of the renormalization
group flow, whereas the curvature power spectrum is expressed with respect to the classical
inflationary evolution, driven by an almost —but not exactly— constant Hubble parame-
ter H(u). Although in the case of the power spectrum this can be remedied by explicitly
including an appropriate expression for H(u), it does show that the difference between con-
formal perturbation theory and the slow-roll expansion is not just mathematically subtle. Its
intricacy has physical consequences as well.
The next obvious object to consider is the three-point correlation function. The deriva-
tion of the full bispectrum using holography will be addressed in a future work. Here, we
focus on obtaining the inflationary consistency relation holographically, as an important first
step in this direction. The consistency condition in the squeezed limit is given by [1, 42, 43],
lim
k3→0
〈ζk1ζk2ζk3〉 = −δ(k1 + k2 + k3)〈ζk1ζ−k1〉′〈ζk3ζ−k3〉′
d log k31〈ζk1ζ−k1〉′
d log k1
, (4.2)
which we wish to reproduce from (3.3c). Our analysis shows that the Ward identity needs
to be supplemented by a dynamical equation dictating the inflationary evolution.
To do so note that the Fourier transform of the second term(s) on the RHS in (3.3c) is
given by
δ(x2 − x3)〈O(x1)O(x2)〉0 F.T.−−→ δ(k1 + k2 + k3)〈Ok1O−k1〉′0. (4.3)
The overall momentum-conserving delta function can therefore be divided out on both sides
of equation (3.3c). In the limit k3 → 0, the Fourier transform of the first line on the RHS of
(3.3c) gives
lim
k3→0
〈Ok1Ok2Ok3〉′0 =
∫
d3x〈Ok1O−k1O(x)〉′0 = −
∂
∂u
〈Ok1O−k1〉′u +O(u). (4.4)
Now we use the Callan-Symanzik equation applied to the two-point function [44–46],(
k
∂
∂k
− β ∂
∂u
− 2λ− 3
)
〈OkO−k〉′u = 0, (4.5)
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to rewrite this expression as
lim
k3→0
〈Ok1Ok2Ok3〉′0 =
−1
β
(
k1
∂
∂k1
− 3
)
〈Ok1O−k1〉′0 +
2
β
λ〈Ok1O−k1〉′0 +O(u). (4.6)
In the conformal perturbation theory limit, where β = λu to lowest order, the squeezed limit
of the Ward identity yields,
lim
k3→0
〈Θu(k1)Θu(k2)Θu(k3)〉′u = β2
(
k1
∂
∂k1
− 3
)
〈Ok1O−k1〉′0 − 2β2λ〈Ok1O−k1〉′0
+ β2λ
(
2〈Ok1O−k1〉′0 + 0
)
, (4.7)
where we have used that limk3→0〈Ok3O−k3〉′0 = 0. The cancelation of the second line in
(3.3c) against the anomalous contribution from the Callan-Symanzik equation ensures that
(3.1) satisfies the squeezed limit consistency condition (4.2),
lim
k3→0
〈ζk1ζk2ζk3〉′ ∝
(
k1
∂
∂k1
− 3
)
〈Ok1O−k1〉′
β4〈Ok1O−k1〉′〈Ok2O−k2〉′〈Ok3O−k3〉′
= 〈ζk1ζ−k1〉′2〈ζk3ζ−k3〉′
[
− 1〈ζk1ζ−k1〉′
(
k1
∂
∂k1
log〈ζk1ζ−k1〉′ + 3
)]
. (4.8)
A separate, independent derivation of the consistency condition (4.2) using similar in-
gredients has been given in [18], in which the (broken) conformal symmetry is described using
a Ward identity. This Ward identity is equivalent to the Callan-Symanzik equation in our
formalism,4 whereas our Ward identity relating Θ and O has no equivalent in the descrip-
tion of [18], which work directly with the gauge-invariant curvature perturbation ζ. Since
Ward identities naturally relate an n+ 1-point correlation function with the variation of an
n-point function, the observation in [18, 28] is that the consistency condition essentially is
a Ward identity, applied to a particular conserved current. The current under consideration
corresponds to a combination of a shift and dilational transformation, perturbing the system
much in the same way as the Callan-Symanzik equation in our formalism. It would be very
interesting to further investigate the connection between [18] and our work.
5 Outlook
Using conformal techniques, our derivation of the consistency condition in the squeezed limit
has taught us valuable lessons about the structure of the three-point function.
1. We have seen that one has to be very careful in drawing a parallel between slow-roll
expansion and conformal perturbation theory even though naively they are related.
2. We have also seen that in order to apply conformal techniques and Ward identities to
inflationary perturbations, an essential ingredient is the use of the evolution equation
to take into account the inflationary evolution.
4Recall that the Callan-Symanzik equation is essentially the Ward identity for 〈ΘO . . .〉u = µ ∂∂µ 〈O . . .〉u
[44].
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Figure 2. The inflationary phase at an intermediate point in the renormalization group flow may
be approximated by a conformal fixed point. The dashed line indicates a marginal renormalization
group flow from one UV theory to another, for an operator with exactly marginal dimension ∆ = 3.
The validity of the slow-roll approximation suggests that expressions in the quasi-fixed point can be
approximated by a (∆− 3)-expansion.
These two points are also clear from the article [49] which appeared shortly after this work.
1. As we do, they emphasize that the main difference between conformal perturbation theory
and slow-roll is that conformal perturbation theory starts from a fixed point whereas slow-roll
is defined at an arbitrary point in the evolution. There is therefore a special slow-roll case
where direct conformal perturbation theory should give the answer immediately. This is a
slow-roll inflation scenario very close to a fixed point. 2. The authors of [49] use this twice for
inflationary models interpolating between two very close fixed points, such that the regimes
of conformal perturbation theory from each overlap. In terms of cosmological parameters,
this corresponds to the limit where  η. This allows them to solve for the evolution. In this
special case they are then able to obtain the full three-point function, which clearly obeys the
consistency condition [49]. In contrast, we use the abstract evolution equation to show that
a holographic derivation of the consistency relation is always true for any slow-roll model.
These insights provide useful hints on how to proceed to derive the full bispectrum for
the general slow-roll case as well as for higher n-point functions. The squeezed limit is a
relative statement, k3  k1, k2, focussing on the high frequency limit k1 →∞. Hence, in the
full three-point function we expect UV effects, i.e. counterterms arising from UV divergences,
to be a dominant contribution as well. Secondly, the explicit 1β necessary for the cancelation
against the two-point correlation function contribution of (3.3c) indicates that non-analytic
behavior in β plays an essential role. Via β = λu, this can be investigated through an
expansion in marginality λ. The inflationary evolution, dual to the renormalization group
flow at an intermediate stage, should be approximated by a quasi-conformal fixed point
λ = − η ≈ 0 because of the slow-roll approximation, cf. figure 2. By analyzing the Laurent
series of 〈OOO〉0 in λ, one should be able to uncover the dominant contributions.
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A Ward identities of multiple trace insertions
The Ward identity of any symmetry generator can be derived from considering infinitesimal
transformations of the correlation function
〈X〉u = 1
Z
∫
DOXe−Su[O], (A.1)
of a product of operators X = O(x1) . . .O(xn). We specifically evaluate the expectation
value with respect to a perturbed conformal field theory,
Su[O] = SCFT [O] +
∫
d3xuO(x). (A.2)
Under the transformation O → O′ = O(x)− iωaGa(x)O(x), the action transforms as
Su[O′] = Su[O]−
∫
d3xωa(x)∂µj
µ
a (x)− i
∫
d3xωa(x)Ga(x)uO(x)
− 1
2
∫
d3xωa(x)Ga(x)ωb(x)Gb(x)uO(x) + . . . ,
to second order in ωa, where j
µ
a is the Noether current of the conformal field theory SCFT [O]
at the fixed point. The last term is a contact term, which we have included because it is
of second order in ωa. It stems from the transformation O → O′ in the perturbation-part
of the action (A.2). In principle, the unperturbed conformal action SCFT [O] also obtains
a contribution at second order as a result of the transformation to second order. However,
this contribution is difficult to retrieve from first principles, as the Noether current of the
transformation is only defined infinitesimally. It is therefore left implicit in the . . ., while its
effect on the Ward identity will later be inferred by different means. Hence, for the moment
we find
e−Su[O
′] = e−Su[O]
(
1−
∫
d3xωa(x)δLa(x) +
1
2
∫
d3xdy ωa(x)ωb(y)δLa(x)δLb(y)
)
×
(
1 +
1
2
∫
d3xωa(x)Ga(x)ωb(x)Gb(x)uO(x)
)
,
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up to second order, where δLa(x) is shorthand notation for
δLa(x) = −∂µjµa (x)− iuGa(x)O(x).
Infinitesimally transforming X gives
X ′ = e−iωa(x)Ga(x)X =X − i
∑
k
ωa,kGa,kX − 1
2
∑
k,l
ωa,kGa,kωb,lGb,lX,
where ωa,k = ωa(xk) and Ga,k = Ga(xk) acts on the k’th O(xk) inside X.
Assuming the measure is invariant, DO′ = DO, comparison of the transformed expres-
sion for 〈X〉u and (A.1) gives,
0 =
∫
d3xωa(x)〈δLa(x)X〉u + i
∑
k
ωa,kGa,k〈X〉u, (A.3)
to first order in ω. Similarly, to second order it gives
0 =
∫
d3xd3y ωa(x)ωb(y)〈δLa(x)δLb(y)X〉u + 2i
∑
k
ωa,kGa,k
∫
d3xωb(x)〈δLb(x)X〉u
−
∑
k,l
ωa,kGa,kωb,lGb,l〈X〉u +
∫
d3xωa(x)Ga(x)ωb(x)Gb(x)u〈O(x)X〉u
=
∫
d3xd3y ωa(x)ωb(y)〈δLa(x)δLb(y)X〉u +
∑
k,l
ωa,kGa,kωb,lGb,l〈X〉u
+
∫
d3xωa(x)Ga(x)ωb(x)Gb(x)u〈O(x)X〉u. (A.4)
We consider the special choice for ωa = ω(x)(1D,−xν1T ) to derive the trace insertion formu-
lae, where 1D and 1T mean that we consider the dilational and translational transformations.
The combined effect of this familiar combination [18, 47, 48] yields
ωa(x)Ga(x) = ω(x) (−i(xµ∂µ + ∆)− xν (−i∂ν)) = −iω(x)∆,
ωa(x)δLa(x) = ω(x) (−Θ0(x)− u∆O(x)) = ω(x) (−Θu(x)− u(∆− 3)O(x)) .
In the last line we rewrite the answer in terms of the stress-energy tensor of the perturbed
theory,
Θu =
−2√
h
hµν
δS
δhµν
∣∣∣∣
hµν=δµν
= Θ0 +
−2√
h
hµν
−1
2
√
hhµν
∣∣∣∣
hµν=δµν
uO = Θ0 + 3uO. (A.5)
The Ward identities can then be written as
〈Θu(x)X〉u = −u(∆− 3)〈O(x)X〉u +
∑
k
δ(x− xk)∆k〈X〉u, (A.6)
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and
〈Θu(x)Θu(y)X〉u =
∑
k,l
δ(x− xk)∆kδ(y − xl)∆l〈X〉u + uδ(x− y)∆2〈O(x)X〉u
− u(∆− 3)〈Θu(x)O(y)X〉u − x↔ y − u2(∆− 3)2〈O(x)O(y)X〉u
=
∑
k,l
δ(x− xk)∆kδ(y − xl)∆l〈X〉u
+ uδ(x− y) (∆2 − 2(∆− 3)∆) 〈O(x)X〉u
− u(∆− 3)
∑
k
δ(x− xk)∆k〈O(y)X〉u − x↔ y
+ u2(∆− 3)2〈O(x)O(y)X〉u, (A.7)
where ∆k is the (full) scaling dimension of the k’th operator O(xk) inside X.
At this stage, we have to reflect on the correctness of the expressions by performing
a consistency check on the two-point function (A.7). When we perturb the conformal field
theory with a purely marginal operator, ∆ = 3, the renormalization group flow remains in
a (different) conformal field theory. The trace Θu of this perturbed theory is still vanishing.
Hence, the two-point correlation function of the perturbed stress-energy tensor should vanish
with respect to the perturbed theory. However, substituting ∆ = 3 into our expression,
〈Θu(x)Θu(y)〉u = u2(∆− 3)2〈O(x)O(y)〉u − uδ(x− y)
(
(∆− 3)2 − 32) 〈O(x)〉u,
does not yield zero. Clearly in our derivation we must have missed a term of the form
−32uδ(x−y)〈O(x)〉u. This term is a contact term and should stem from the neglected second
order transformation of SCFT [O], which will contain a contribution from the variation of the
Noether current. In [30–32] such a contribution is explicitly included for the consistency of
the expressions. In our case we can infer the final result based on conceptual reasoning. We
thus employ the expression
〈Θu(x)Θu(y)X〉u = u2(∆− 3)2〈O(x)O(y)X〉u − u(∆− 3)2δ(x− y)〈O(x)X〉u
− u(∆− 3)
∑
k
δ(x− xk)∆k〈O(y)X〉u − x↔ y
+
∑
k,l
δ(x− xk)∆kδ(y − xl)∆l〈X〉u, (A.8)
for the double Ward identity.
We similarly derive the correlation function of three traces. Evaluating the above ex-
pressions to third order in ω, one obtains the Ward identity of three current insertions,
0 =
∫
d3xd3yd3z ωa(x)ωb(y)ωc(z)〈δLa(x)δLb(y)δLc(z)X〉u
− i
∑
k,l,m
ωa,kGa,kωb,lGb,lωc,mGc,m〈X〉u + . . . , (A.9)
where the . . . contain terms of order u. These terms are double contact terms and, as
we have seen in the main text, are not relevant for our purposes. Choosing again ωa =
– 11 –
ω(x)(1D,−xν1T ) and using the single and double trace-inserted Ward identities (A.6), (A.8),
the three-point function of the stress-energy tensor reads
〈Θu(x)Θu(y)Θu(z)X〉u = −u3(∆− 3)3〈O(x)O(y)O(z)X〉u
− u2(∆− 3)2〈Θu(x)O(y)O(z)X〉u − x↔ y − x↔ z
− u(∆− 3)〈Θu(x)Θu(y)O(z)X〉u − z ↔ x− z ↔ y + . . .
= −u3(∆− 3)3〈O(x)O(y)O(z)X〉u
+ u2(∆− 3)3δ(y − z)〈O(x)O(y)X〉u + x↔ y + y ↔ z + . . . ,
(A.10)
where the . . . contain highly local contributions.
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